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ABSTRACT
The study and contemplation of the natural world was a significant impetus for
the stylistic development of Maurice Ohana’s (1913-1992) music. More than any other
source, it was the sounds, textures, and patterns of the natural world that served as his
compositional model, inspiring a unique approach to form and sound. Using the
metaphor of a coral reef, Ohana sought to imbue his compositions with a process of
development that organically generated musical form. His mature musical style is
defined by an organic development of traits inherent within the motivic beginning of a
work to produce unique musical structures that are intrinsically connected with their
musical substance.
Ohana’s final work for piano solo, the Études d’interprétation (1983/6),
demonstrate the process of organic development. Complementing Claude Debussy’s
(1862-1918) Études, Ohana’s interval etudes ‘Secondes’, ‘Quintes’, ‘Septiemes’, and
‘Neuvièmes’ illustrate the stylistic variety generated by his unique, sound-driven
approach to form. The following analyses address the thematic development of each
work, connecting melodic, harmonic, and textural material to the opening, and
developmentally central, ‘germ’ each composition begins with. By examining the
comprehensive process of organic development within Ohana’s four interval etudes it
may be possible to gain a greater understanding of his unique musical language.
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INTRODUCTION
The international performance and recognition of music by Maurice Ohana (19131992) has increased over the past decade, yet the majority of his works remain
unexamined in a scholarly manner. Although his works have been performed fairly
regularly within France during and after his life, Ohana has remained a relatively obscure
composer in the Unites States and England until recently.1 His growing influence can be
seen in the creation of the Maurice Ohana International Composition Competition and the
presentation of a Maurice Ohana prize in the Concours international de piano d’Orléans.
As a leading advocate of Ohana’s music, British scholar Dr. Caroline Rae has provided a
wealth of biographical and analytical information on the composer in her numerous
articles and preeminently in her book The Music of Maurice Ohana. In her many works,
Rae clearly synthesizes the diversity of Ohana’s cultural background with the
development of his unique musical style. Additionally, her personal relationship with the
composer has given her unparalleled technical insight into his compositions. While she
has done much to illuminate a broad understanding of Ohana’s music, a great deal of
work remains in exposing the inner processes of individual works.
As a pianist-composer, works for piano hold a unique place in Ohana’s oeuvre.
His early success as a performer delayed his compositional career and the piano retained
a prominent role throughout his life. Consequently, an examination of his works for
piano solo illustrate the evolution of his compositional development. The Études

1. Caroline Rae, “Henri Dutilleux and Maurice Ohana: Victims of an Exclusion Zone?” Tempo
212, (April 2000): 22-30, accessed October 2, 2011, http://www.jstor.org/stable/946613.
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d’interprétation, Ohana’s final work for the instrument, represent a culmination of the
composer’s mature style. The twelve etudes within the set are a confluence of
contemporary pianistic virtuosity, a deep artistic appreciation of Debussy, cultural roots
in African and Andalusian arts, and reflect the composer’s reverence for nature.
Composed in a fashion similar to Debussy’s Études, Ohana’s Études
d’interprétation present a wide breadth of approaches: etudes based on technical issues
(‘Main gauche seule’ and ‘Troisième pédale’), compositional concepts (‘Cadences libres’
and ‘Agrégats sonores’), and a collection of etudes based on specific intervals. While the
set as a whole is a nod of respect to Debussy’s etudes, being comprised of twelve works
published within two books of six, the interval etudes of Ohana represent the clearest
means of homage. Ohana’s selected interval etudes (‘Secondes’, ‘Quintes’, ‘Septiemes’,
and ‘Neuvièmes’) compliment Debussy’s (‘Pour les tierces’, ‘Pour les quartes’, ‘Pour les
sixtes’, and ‘Pour les octaves’), the aggregate of which completes the intervallic spectrum
from seconds through ninths. This shared attribute is indicative of a more meaningful
connection between Ohana and Debussy within the writing of Études d’interprétation.
Debussy’s approach to form, based more directly on color and intrinsic timbre, was
adopted and expanded upon by Ohana. Conjoining sound-based composition with his
observation and contemplation of nature, Ohana developed a musical style that manifests
the organic processes of nature within music. Using the four interval etudes from the
Études d’interprétation because of their inherent connection with Debussy, as the
analytical scope, this study will attempt to demonstrate the unique process of organic
development implemented by Maurice Ohana.
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Defining his own artistic vision was a critical component of Ohana’s transition
from pianist to composer. Having disregarded much of the Western musical tradition
and what he saw as the Austro-German stranglehold on creativity, Ohana sought a
musical concept that was connected with primeval imagination.2 His earliest artistic
inspirations were often non-musical and steeped in mythology, ritualism, and symbolic
associations; a number of instrumental works were inspired by Goya’s paintings, the texts
of Lorca and Cervantes were often drawn upon, and all but one of Ohana’s
compositionally critical Sigma Series are based on a mythical subject. From these
sources Ohana developed a compositional approach rich in symbolism that sought to
recreate an incantatory atmosphere and brought ancient ritualistic allusions to modern
artistic aesthetics.
Absent the rigors of intellectualism, particularly that of serialism which he felt
destroyed a composer’s creative impulse, symbolic associations provided Ohana with a
compositional approach that was personal yet sought connection to powers beyond music
alone.3 Numerous pieces contain his autographical sun-burst symbol (see Ex. 1.1).
Placing the letters of his name around the sun (minus the ‘H’, which is not aspirate in
French), Rae explains that the image is associated with the ancient symbol of life and
genesis, representing Ohana as the life-force of his music.4 Together with the celestial
counterpart of his moon symbol, the concept of an omnipresent entity, one that is
removed from but observant of an abstract musical world, is a powerful evocation in
2. Caroline Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, 2000), 50.
3. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 27.
4. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 44.
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several works. The occasional accompanying Latin text to these symbols, ‘nox et dies
sum’ (translated ‘I am night and day’) furthers the idea of the composer as an
omnipresent life-force within a musical microcosm.

Figure 1: Ohana’s sunburst symbol5
This symbolic approach was first explored in depth in Signes (1965). Based on
‘the contemplation of the life of a tree’, the six movements represent six different states
of being for the tree. Similar to Debussy’s concept of title off-setting in his 24 Préludes,
the movements of Signes are not directly titled. Instead, Ohana drew indicative graphic
symbols for each movement that he described as ‘having an archetypal value which
generates the variants and act as a catalyst for the colour’.6 This symbolic association of
content with concept was a prominent feature of Ohana’s mature writing and as Rae
points out may have stemmed from his code-breaking work for British Intelligence
during WWII.7

5. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 41
6. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 38.
7. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 56.
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The Études d’interprétation contain several associative sketches. ‘Movements
Paralléles’ illustrates a tribal dance accompanied by drums, surrounded by the sacred
elements of sun, fire, and water. ‘Main gauche seule’ depicts primitive man and animals
amidst the violent forces of nature. ‘Quintes’ in contrast is associated with the calm of
two centaurs beside a placid river in sight of the all-seeing moon (see Ex. 1.2). And
finally, ‘Troisième Pédale’ contains the autographical sun-burst symbol in conjunction
with moon and the latin phrase ‘nox et dies sum’. The fact that these sketches were not
reproduced by the publisher, speaking to their personal importance for the composer and
makes their meaning even more enigmatic. However, the understanding of their
associative ideas offers insight into the individual pieces as well as shedding light on the
artistic concept of his work as a whole.

Figure 2: ‘Quintes’ manuscript sketch8

8. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 51.
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An important commonality in these sketches is the use of natural subjects. For
Ohana, nature was a powerfully evocative subject but more importantly, the natural world
was a source of artistic guidance:
The great lessons of music were not given to me by musicians. I received them
solidly from the sea, the wind, the rain on the trees and from the light, and even
more from the contemplation of certain landscapes that I seek out because they
seem to belong more to the origin of the world than to any civilized place.9
Compositional alignment with natural and organic processes was an important aspect of
Ohana’s style. His musical form was generated from the inside-out, allowing small
sound events to ultimately have significance upon the whole of the work. Ohana likened
this approach to the growth of a coral reef.10 The analogy aptly describes the
superimposition, juxtaposition, and development of musical ideas in the paradoxically
sectioned yet cohesive whole of a piece. Extending the organic metaphor, Ohana
expressed that his formal structure was generated from a musical germ:
Form is determined by the germ of the sound-material and as a result is very
different from one work to another [...] we are in an epoque where form must
establish itself on its own, born from the vegetal or biological growth of a work
[...]. Debussy has already said this.11
Critical within this quote are the ideas that musical form reflects natural processes, is
self-determinate, and that Debussy was the first composer to recognize this. The

9. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 45.
10. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 146.
11. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 150.
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Préludes, En blanc et noir, Noctures, Pelléas et Mélisande, and the Études impacted
Ohana’s compositional approach in this regard to sound and form.12
The pieces of the Études d’interprétation demonstrate this process of organic
development. Often the musical germ is a melodic cell, whose intervallic and rhythmic
properties are developed across the span of the piece. This melodic approach was at the
core of Ohana’s compositional method:
My music is monodic and that which is added to it is just a trail or shadow. The
soul of it is fundamentally monodic and whether it is a sequence of chords or
masses of sound, it is fundamentally monodic.13
Rooted in his intention to generate a musical naturalism, the human voice represented the
most accessible and organic means. This value was cultivated, and perhaps generated, by
the musical influences the composer studied throughout his life. Spanish folk and
African tribal music surrounded Ohana during his youth, Medieval and Renaissance
plainsong were intensely studied during his time at the Schola Cantorum, and Chinese
and Japanese theatre were influential during his compositional maturing period in the
1950s and 60s. These diverse musical sources are united in primarily vocal orientation
and monodic practice. In addition, Ohana also drew from the improvisatory nature of
vocalism inherent in these genres. By assimilating these sources, Ohana’s musical
approach adopted a monodic vocal orientation that is emulated even within his
instrumental works.

12. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 93.
13. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 145.
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Emphasizing linear motion in his composition meant that harmonic events were
generated by superimposing melodic lines:
Music is made first and foremost from melody, rhythmic motion and sound-mass
that gives music its density. Let us say sound-mass as now harmony no longer
exists.14
Using the term ‘masse sonore’, Ohana’s vertical structures are focused primarily on
texture and intervallic timbre. Parallelism and harmonic shadowing, a practice employed
greatly in the works of Debussy as well as being rooted in organum, were adopted by
Ohana and can be seen throughout in the interval etudes of the Études d’interprétation.
Various counterpuntal approaches to melody enrich the monodic texture of parallelism.
When Ohana sought a denser sound, a system of intervallic timbres governed his
approach. This system, deduced by Rae and confirmed by Ohana, separates his masse
sonore into two timbre categories based on intervallic properties. Using interval classes
(ic) to delineate the groups, Timbre I is categorically more dissonant, employing ic 1 and
6. Timbre II in contrast is slightly more consonant, employing ic 3. Arising out of the
nature of the interval classes utilized, the whole-tone scale may be constructed from
Timbre I while the pentatonic scale is generated by Timbre II. The interval etudes
demonstrate Ohana’s use of this approach to sound mass; ‘Neuvièmes’ highlights the
divisions in particular as the form sectionally juxtaposes the two timbre groups.
Ohana’s mature style arose from the confluence of vocally oriented monodic
traditions, a sound-mass system built from intervallic timbres, numinous and ritualistic

14. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 171.
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symbolism, and an internally generated approach to form. At the core of his composition
was the desire to emulate the natural world: the organic nature of the voice inspired a
monodic compositional style, harmony was primarily the thickening and superimposing
of those monodies, extra-musical allusions were drawn from ancient and mythical periods
where nature was imbued with special powers, and musical structure grew from the germ
of a musical idea, in parallel with the genesis of life from a single cell.
Ohana’s reverence for nature was a trait he saw reflected in the works of Debussy.
Works such as ‘Pour les quartes’ and ‘Pour les sixtes’ address form in terms of sound
material, using a sectional approach to generate an inherently unique structure. The
interval etudes of Ohana mirror this approach; the continuous evolution of material is the
primary feature of formal construction.
As the name implies, the interval etudes are works composed using a single
interval as the compositional focus. For Debussy, the titled interval was ubiquitous only
to the right hand while the left hand supported with independent material. Ohana’s
etudes expand upon this process, employing the central interval consistently within both
hands. Additionally, Ohana’s etudes tend to focus on a single intervallic quality, using
the major/minor neighbor only for harmonic coloration. This general sonorous
uniformity highlights Ohana’s creative ability through the composition of complex,
diverse works upon a single intervallic element.
The process of organic development analytically necessitates the identifying of
cellular units of music. Adopted from the theoretical work of Rae, four hierarchical
structures will be used to identify the processes of each work. From smallest to largest,
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cells, phrases, sentences, and sections identify the compositional units of each work.
Ohana’s monodic approach is often manifested in melismatic, unmetered passages,
spanning in some cases across multiple pages. In order to specify locations within such
moments, system numbers will be identified from the score.
The sectional divisions of Ohana’s interval etudes are often complicated and
ambiguous in both analytical and aural terms. This is because the nature of his organic
developmental style produces works that have a perceived linear form that adopts the
recycling of material. Certain attributes can help to define sectional divisions, though in
each work the overall formal arc is defined by continuous growth and development.
Object identification is the analytical core of the following discussion. Because
Ohana used a primarily melodic approach to composition, motivic and melodic
development are the central aspects of each work. These units are identified when they
have developmental traits across the piece using descriptive labels (e.g. Melodic
A/Melodic B). Secondary units of harmony, texture, and rhythm are similarly labeled
(e.g. Harmony A/Texture A). By recognizing the constructive units within each work
and tracking their development, superimposition, and juxtaposition, a detailed
understanding of Ohana’s process of organic development can be achieved within the
four interval etudes of the Études d’interprétation.
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CHAPTER 1 - ‘SECONDES’
The thematic cohesion of ‘Secondes’ is balanced between the various musical
elements. Rather than give developmental preference to a single figure, numerous
melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic figures create the formal structure of the work.
Melodic A is heard in only three complete statements, but through developmental
fragmentation becomes the primary melodic material of the work. Harmonics A and B
function primarily as broad structures, generating common sonorities within larger
passages, while their motivic use provides critical thematic connections. Melodic B is
inherently connected with rhythmic figuration and serves to provide the conclusion of the
work with an element of recapitulation. Rhythmically, quintuplet and sextuplet
groupings provide regularity within large unmetered passages and together with Melodic
A, define the sectional divisions of ‘Secondes.’ By broadening the thematic scope across
these various elements, Ohana creates a highly flexible and diverse musical network
within ‘Secondes.’
The sectional divisions of ‘Secondes’ are derived from their melodic and
rhythmic material. Using a ternary, ABA structure, the A sections are distinguished by
the use of Melodic A and quintuplet figures while the central B section is characterized
by independent melodic content and sextuplet figures. While the piece demonstrates
elements of recapitulation in form, the overall effect of the work is more akin to throughcomposed because of the continuous development Melodic A undergoes.
As with Ohana’s other interval etudes, ‘Secondes’ employs the titled interval
throughout the work within both hands. While the title does not specify the quality of the
second, Ohana generates the work almost entirely with major seconds, reserving minor
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seconds for cluster chord sonorities. Presumably, this focus on major seconds would
have arisen out of the comparable technical ease of rapid execution at the piano. Much of
the work is dominated by lengthy monodic passages and the use of a major second
harmonic shadow, as opposed to a minor second, allows greater melodic fluidity.
The use of a harmonic shadow in both hands produces a harmonic system derived
from the combination of two or more major seconds (Musical Example 1.1).
Musical Example 1.1: ‘Secondes’, Harmonic Combinations

Harmonics A and B possess the greatest thematic importance, functioning as both
motivic statements and frameworks for broad passages. Harmonics C, D, and E serve a
supporting role, while Harmonic F is avoided, presumably because the shared pitch
decreases the independence of the voices.
The five primary harmonic figures are introduced melodically within the germ of
the piece (Musical Example 1.2).
Musical Example 1.2: ‘Secondes’, m. 1
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Presented in the first measure as a two-cell structure, the germ is characterized by
intervallic diminution, from a major seventh between the first two pitches to a minor
second between the final two. While the development of each thematic element is latent
within the germ, Harmonics A and B are directly established in the opening cell. The
distinctive leap of Harmonic A makes it clearly recognizable in future statements, while
the tritone characterizes Harmonic B. Additionally, the harmonic thickening of the
germ’s second cell is reflected and amplified in the final sentences of the work.
As an expansion of the germ, the second measure harmonically follows the
intervallic sequence established in m. 1 (Musical Example 1.3).
Musical Example 1.3: ‘Secondes’, m. 2

Allowing for harmonic flexibility, this phrase is constructed around the progression from
Harmonic A to Harmonic E. Thematic expansion is a central component of Ohana’s
process of organic development. By following the intervallic structure of the germ in this
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case, m. 2 harmonically imitates the preceding measure while exhibiting a melodic
independence. The unmetered monodic character is grounded in the quintuplet figuration
with the exception of a single sextuplet in the first system. This quintuplet figuration
gives rise to Melodic B in the second system. The use of only two pitch groups in
repetition gives Melodic B a distinctly static character, one that possesses rhythmic
activity within a stationary melodic figure, in this case contrasting the surrounding
melismatic material. The introduction of Melodic B, quintuplet/sextuplet groups, and
fluid unmetered monody within the harmonic framework of the germ gives the second
measure a critically dualistic nature, one that marks the originating genetic material while
allowing growth of new thematic elements.
Developing from the chromatic and step-wise motion of the second measure,
Melodic A is introduced in mm. 3-9. Highlighted by accents and tenutos in the soprano
voice, the structure of Melodic A1 builds upon a pivotal pitch stated within three cells
(Musical Example 1.4).
Musical Example 1.4: ‘Secondes’, mm. 3-10

Relating to the germ, Melodic A1 is characterized by successive intervallic augmentation
contrasting the germ’s intervallic diminution. This widening intervallic range around a
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pivotal pitch is shared between the subsequent statements of the figure, while
development occurs through fragmentation, transposition, and internal intervallic
augmentation.
Melodic A2 is stated in m. 20 (Musical Example 1.5).
Musical Example 1.5: ‘Secondes’, m. 20

The transposition of the figure maintains the majority of pitch relationships; however, the
second cell has been widened to an augmented second. This allows the sharing of pitch
content between the second and third cells. Melodic A2 additionally maintains the
relative rhythmic durations with those of Melodic A1, giving the largest rhythmic space
to the pivot pitches in both statements. As a final point of similarity, the placement of
tenutos and accents highlight the same points within the figures, providing a greater
interpretive connection for the performer.
Developing from the pitch material of Melodic A2, the monodic passage of m. 21
is marked with motivic fragments from Melodic A (Musical Example 1.6).
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Musical Example 1.6: ‘Secondes’, m. 21

The four fragments are stated in ascending registers each beginning on B-flat (the third
fragment uses B-flat as the harmonic shadow), paralleling the pivot of Melodic A2.
Exhibiting a degree of organic development, the first two statements deviate from the
material of Melodic A with the lowered third pitch at A-flat. The third fragment in turn
adjusts this pitch to D, altering the shape of the figure and drawing a stronger connection
to Melodic A2 by sharing the same pitch material with the third cell. The fourth and final
fragment combines the unique traits of the previous three, expanding the intervallic range
of the fragment to an augmented fourth. Because no rhythmic space is afforded these
motivic fragments, the thematic effect is subtle, however, the shared pitch content with
that of Melodic A2 helps to identify the connection.
Developing from the motivic fragments in m. 21, the melodic content of mm. 2226 is a pronounced expansion of the material. Within the arpeggiated texture, the upper
voice highlights Melodic A’s fragmented statements with accents and tenutos (Musical
Example 1.7).
Musical Example 1.7: ‘Secondes’, mm. 22-26, melodic extraction
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The first statement in m. 22 is an exact intervallic transposition of the first fragment from
m. 21. Subsequent statements organically develop the intervallic range, while the final
statement in m. 26 returns to the original pitch content heard in m. 22. This return to the
opening fragment reflects on a larger level the static, pivotal character of Melodic A. By
allowing sequential statements continuous development, while the final iteration mirrors
the first, Ohana creates the paradoxical effect of forward motion from a stationary
location.
The progressive fragmentation and development away from the core, three-cell
figure of Melodic A prepares the melodic independence of the B section. In mm. 27-29,
the extended melismatic passages combine harmonic and rhythmic elements to achieve a
distinct sound in exclusion of material from Melodic A. The transitional passage of mm.
30-38 however, resemble the fragmentary statements of m. 21 (Musical Example 1.8).
Musical Example 1.8: ‘Secondes’, mm. 30-38, melodic extraction

In m. 30 the three-note motive bears the most resemblance to Melodic A; the first two
pitches are identical to the first fragment of m. 21 while the third note diminishes the
final interval. Mm. 31-37, reflecting Melodic A2, melodically pivot on B-flat and E.
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When combined with the relative melodic freedom afforded the pivoting material, the
passage takes on a transitional character, thematically bridging the melodic independence
of mm. 27-29 with the return of Melodic A in m. 40.
The return to the A section in m. 39 is marked initially with the quintuplet
ostinato of Melodic B. Above this figure, in m. 40, Melodic A is presented in its entirety
for the first time since m. 20 (see Musical Example 1.9). Pivoting on E-flat, Melodic A3
is imitates Melodic A2 with intervallic consistency and proportional rhythmic durations.
This direct restatement of the primary melodic material of the work signals the return of
the A section while grounding Melodic A after numerous fragmentary statements.
Musical Example 1.9: ‘Secondes’, mm. 39-42

The developmental process of Melodic A mirrors the actual material of the figure.
Separated into three cells, Melodic A is characterized by the progressive intervallic
expansion away from a pivotal pitch. Reflecting this structure, the three statements of
Melodic A are separated by fragmentary figures of increasing melodic independence. By
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minimizing the developmental adjustments to primary statements, these figures act as
thematic pivots, reflecting the characteristic of their material onto a higher formal level.
Harmonic B, in addition to supporting multiple statements of Melodic A, is a
critical independent thematic element. The figure, introduced in the second interval of
the germ and characterized by the doubled tritone, receives three different types of
treatments throughout the work: it functions as a central harmonic structure, guiding
polyphonic motion of a passage; as a cadential figure it generates a regularity of phrase
and aural expectation; and finally as a melodic figure, one that function on direct
intervallic relationships in addition to broad contours.
In mm. 3-18 and 40-44, Harmonic B functions as a central harmonic structure,
supporting Melodic A1 and A3 respectively (cf. Musical Example 1.4 and Musical
Example 1.9). In both passages Harmonic B serves as the pitch axis for the soprano and
alto voices. By pairing the thematic elements of Melodic A and Harmonic B in these
measures, Ohana generates an even greater sense of return in m. 39/40.
Ohana generates cadential gestures within his works often through repetition. In
this way, cadential figures can be unique from one work to another. A point of
commonality, as Rae points out, is the use of a tritone towards a phrase closing.15 The
doubled tritone characteristic of Harmonic B therefore makes it a natural cadential figure
within ‘Secondes’. First employed in this capacity in mm. 18-19, Harmonic B concludes
the first sentence of the work as an accented chord arising from its structural function
from mm. 13-18 (see Musical Example 1.10a). The extended melismatic passage of m.
21 contains two phrases that close on Harmonic B. Following the Melodic A
13. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 133.
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fragmentation, the first phrase of this sentence arrives at a Harmonic B conclusion on a E
- B-flat tritone (see Musical Example 1.10b). Likewise the second phrase, concluding in
the upper register, resolves on a tritone (see Musical Example 1.10c).
Musical Example 1.10: ‘Secondes’, cadential uses of Harmonic B
a) mm. 18-19

b) m. 21

c) m. 21
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The melodic application of Harmonic B is the most formally significant use of the
figure. Used as both a direct melodic interval and a broad structure, Harmonic B
provides the thematic cohesion of the central B section within the work. Beginning in m.
27, the texture is characterized by a melismatic soprano voice above the melodic lower
voice, marked with tenutos, resembling a cantus firmus. The melodic contour of this
lower voice centers on the tritone expansion from D to A-flat (Musical Example 1.11).
Musical Example 1.11: ‘Secondes’, m. 27, melodic extraction

The concluding tritone from G - C-sharp supports the overall tritone-oriented sonority.
Measures 27 and 29 have an textural relationship by virtue of inversion, allowing the
tritone structure to pass to the upper voice. In m. 29 the melodic figure is built around the
G - C-sharp tritone, sharing the pitch classes with m. 27 and augmenting the cohesion of
the B section (Musical Example 1.12).
Musical Example 1.12: ‘Secondes’, m. 29, melodic extraction

Transitioning from the B to A sections, mm. 30-38 exhibit the final melodic application
of Harmonic B (cf. Musical Example 1.8). The melodic contour features two pivot
points, on B-flat and E. Balancing the motivic fragment of Melodic A in m. 30, the
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subtle use of Harmonic B in these measure allows the passage to straddle the two
sections.
The inversional relationship of the measures is supported by the material of m. 28.
Harmonic B functions across this measure as the primary melodic interval (see Musical
Example 1.13). Facilitating the exchange of parts between measures 27 and 29, the
motion of the hands in m. 28 progresses from contrary to parallel and returns to contrary.
This textural sequence juxtaposes the melodic independence and coordination of the
voices in a single, unbroken passage, bridging the material of measures 27 and 29 by
implying the exchanging of parts through texture. Concluding m. 28, both melodically
and harmonically, on the same G - C-sharp tritone shared by mm. 27 and 29, Ohana
strengthens the internal cohesion of the B section through the organic progression and
manipulation of Harmonic B as both a melodic and harmonic figure.
Musical Example 1.13: ‘Secondes’, m. 28
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The melismatic material of mm. 27 and 29 is characterized generally by
sextuplets. The tuplet figuration subtly marks the distinction of the A and B sections,
with the general use of quintuplet and sextuplet groupings respectively. The return to the
A section in m. 39, is marked with Melodic B in ostinato. As a unique rhythmic
development, Ohana juxtaposes the quintuplet/sextuplet groupings and the combined use
of these rhythms within a single figure has the effect of blending the rhythmic features of
the A and B sections (cf. Musical Example 1.9).
Harmonic thickening through the use of cluster chords characterizes the final
section of ‘Secondes’. Developing from the harmonic compression of the germ’s
conclusion, the final passages are marked with double trills, cluster chords, and increased
rhythmic activity. The intrinsic density of Melodic B contributes to the passage as well
(Musical Example 1.14).
Musical Example 1.14: ‘Secondes’, mm. 50 & 56
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In m. 50 the quintuplet figure of Melodic B leads directly into the first trill of the passage.
Similarly, m. 55 utilizes Melodic B to prepare the doubled trill. In both cases, its use as a
preparatory figure to the trills that distinguish the passage provides Melodic B with a new
interpretive dimension, one that pushes the rhythmic activity toward a single sonority.
Increasing the use of thematic elements toward the conclusion of a piece is a
common feature of Ohana’s interval etudes. Because the fluid composition of material
generates a freer formal structure, the recycling of thematic devices grounds the
conclusion of work in the developmental process initiated from the germ. Marking this
process in ‘Secondes’, in addition to Melodic B and cluster chords in general, Ohana
includes a conspicuous final quotation of Harmonic A in the final gesture of the work.
The closing figure of m. 56, in its ascension to the final cluster chord, recycles the germ’s
opening figure (see Musical Example 1.15). Although the thematic device is brief and
placed within the middle of the gesture, stating the figure on its original pitches
strengthens the motivic connection to the germ.
Musical Example 1.15: ‘Secondes’, m. 56

With only three statements of Melodic A, flexible use of Harmonic B, and
relatively sparing use of Harmonic A and Melodic B, ‘Secondes’ exhibits a highly
flexible manner of organic development. The development of Melodic A manifests the
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pivotal traits inherent in the figure onto the broader formal level, with three pivotal
statements balancing the fragmentary use of the figure. The versatility of Harmonic B’s
tritone allows a multifaceted development, one that uses the figure in structural,
cadential, and melodic capacities. The restatement of Melodic B and Harmonic A, in
conjunction with harmonic thickening, produces a thematically rich closure to the work,
rounding the form by recalling the germ. In these various ways, Ohana generates the
form of ‘Secondes’ around the thematic material of the work. Each element is treated
individually according to its characteristics and this in turn produces the unique thematic
network of the piece. Within ‘Secondes’, this network generates a unique ABA structure,
one that blurs the ternary form with a through-composed improvisational style through
the process of organic development.
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CHAPTER 2 - ‘QUINTES’
‘Quintes’ is characterized by an incantatory semblance, generated by the monodic
fluidity of breath-oriented unmetered passages. Supporting this numinous quality, the
manuscript contains a sketch depicting two centaurs courting by moonlight. Ohana’s
depiction of these mythical subjects against the background of night speaks to a
supernatural character, one that exists in the absence of man. The fact that this sketch
was not reproduced in the printing of the score also speaks to the personal nature of the
imagery for Ohana. In conjunction with the melismatic melodic structures, it may be that
the quality of the fifth itself sparked Ohana’s mythical imagination. The consonant
strength of the interval produces an inherent stability and its parallel use goes against a
fundamental tenet of the Western musical tradition. Dedicating an entire work to the
interval therefore, paradoxically has a sacred and sacrilegious musical nature.
Beyond the consistent use of fifths in both hands, the cohesion within ‘Quintes’ is
crafted around three melodic figures (Melodic A, B, and C) and a series of similarly
constructed chords (Harmonic A, B, C, D, and E). Melodic A is the primary melodic
material, encompassing the entire work in seven developmental statements. Melodic B
and C function on smaller, more local levels and receive fewer statements. Harmonics A
- E are built from overlapping perfect fifths and provide a consistent harmonic foundation
within each section. Both the thematic and harmonic elements within the work have a
direct developmental origin within the germ.
Beginning the work, the germ is comprised of four pitches with their harmonic
shadows, occupying a single cell (Musical Example 2.1).
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Musical Example 2.1: ‘Quintes’, m.1

The tenutos emphasize the major third, however, developmental importance is given to
the entire figure as subsequent thematic material draws on the intervallic features of the
germ. On such feature is the [014] set, occupying the first three pitches of the germ.
This set is critically important to the developmental process of Melodic A, and is a salient
feature of Melodic B. The ‘coral reef’ manner of musical growth is particularly clear in
‘Quintes’; motivic connections to the germ are present in both harmonic and melodic
thematic elements.
Melodic A is the most cohesive thematic material within the work. Composed of
two cells, the first cell is made up of two pitches while the second cell contains three.
Both cells have a descending character. Ohana presents Melodic A across seven unique
statements, each developing traits exhibited in the germ of the composition.
Melodic A is heard in its first iteration in the second system (see Musical
Example 2.2). As the first statement and most closely located to the thematic beginning
of the work, Melodic A1 shares a close relationship with the germ. Melodically marked
with tenutos using a two-cell structure, the first cell is composed of a half step lower
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neighbor that relates to the chromatic portion of the germ while the second cell is a
transposed retrograde statement of the first three pitches of the germ.
Musical Example 2.2: ‘Quintes’, m. 2 (system 2)

Melodic A2, heard in the seventh system, repeats the retrograde statement of the
germ in the second cell (Musical Example 2.3).
Musical Example 2.3: ‘Quintes’, m. 3 (system 7)

Developing the first cell of the material, the interval is expanded to a major second and
the neighbor motion is replaced by a two-note descending figure. This trait of intervallic
expansion within the first cell continues across subsequent statements of Melodic A.
Melodic A3 is placed in the lowest register of the piano and serves a different
function from previous statements (Musical Example 2.4).
Musical Example 2.4: ‘Quintes’, mm. 4-6 (systems 12-13)
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Heard here as an ostinato, Ohana repeats Melodic A3 five times between systems 12 - 14.
Organic development of material occurs in both cells of this statement. The first cell’s
intervallic range is expanded to a diminished fifth while the second cell’s range is
diminished. Maintaining the retrograde shape of the germ, the second cell decreases the
outer interval from a major third to a minor third. Contrasting the process of intervallic
expansion in the first cell, the second cell is developed through intervallic diminution.
Setting Melodic A4 in the soprano voice, this statement alters both cells (Musical
Example 2.5).
Musical Example 2.5: ‘Quintes’, m. 14 (systems 14-15)

The first cell recaptures the neighbor motion of Melodic A1; however, this iteration is at
the range of a minor third. The second cell of Melodic A4 maintains the minor third
intervallic range introduced in Melodic A3, but alters the melodic shape to a directly
descending line. This statement organically marks a central point in the development of
Melodic A. The second cell’s intervallic content took root in the first three pitches of the
germ and through the process of intervallic diminution and contour shifts, the material
has evolved to more closely resemble the final three pitches of the germ.
Melodic A5 brings this developmental trend to conclusion. Maintaining the
directly descending shape of Melodic A4’s second cell while reducing the intervallic
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range further to a chromatic line, Melodic A5’s second cell has developed in imitation of
the final three pitches of the germ (Musical Example 2.6).
Musical Example 2.6: ‘Quintes’, m. 15-16 (systems 15-16)

This organic conclusion to the process of intervallic reduction is reproduced in
subsequent statements (Melodic A6 and A7). The first cell of Melodic A5 also
diminishes the interval range to a major-second, connecting the statement to Melodic A2.
Unique to Melodic A5 is the repetition of the two-note first cell. This statement doubling
serves to isolate the cells of Melodic A and creates a fragmentary conception of the
material. Melodic A6 and A7 both repeat this process, producing an entropic
developmental conclusion to the melodic material of ‘Quintes’.
Melodic A6 achieves the goal of the intervallic expansion and diminution
developmental process (Musical Example 2.7).
Musical Example 2.7: ‘Quintes’, m. 18 (systems 16-17)

The first cell reaches the widest interval of any statement, spanning a perfect fifth, giving
the developmental destination an inherent connection to the primary concept of the piece
(the fifth). The second cell follows the model of Melodic A5, employing three
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descending chromatic pitches. Following from Melodic A5’s rearticulation of the first
cell, Melodic A6 rearticulates the first cell. By placing the additional cell independent
from the primary statement, Ohana increases the perception of cellular fragmentation.
This extra cell reduces the interval to a diminished fifth thereby striking the same pitch
content of Melodic A3’s first cell. By combining the restatement process of melodic A5
with pitch content of Melodic A3, Melodic A6 possess a unique combination of traits
organically reached from earlier statements.
In the final statement, Melodic A7 expresses the cells in fragmentation (Musical
Example 2.8).
Musical Example 2.8: ‘Quintes’, m. 18 (systems 17-18)

By reversing the cell order the thematic entropy is increased, contributing to the cadential
power of the work. Separating the two cells of melodic A7 is a three-note statement that
possesses multiple thematic connects. This [014] set transposes and reorders the first
three pitches of the germ while simultaneously recapitulating a fragment of Melodic B.
By interrupting Melodic A7, this cell points to the thematic origins of the work while still
embodying the concept of organic development.
The organic development of material in Melodic A centers on intervallic
expansion and diminution across statements. The first cell is expanded from a minor
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second to a perfect fifth, while the second cell is gradually collapsed to a chromatic line
that draws a direct connection to the germ. Ohana’s particular process of development
occurs between chronological and non-chronological statements. By drawing
developmental material from the entire collection of preceding statements, all of which
originate from the initial germ, Ohana creates a style that is inherently cohesive while
perpetually evolving.
The highly adaptive developmental process of Melodic A is minimized in
Melodic B and C. These auxiliary thematic figures serve to create a more direct sense of
connection between phrase, sentence and section within ‘Quintes’. Melodic B is
introduced in the first system, directly following the germ. Built form the overlapping of
the [014] set generated by the first three pitches of the germ, Melodic B uses a two cell
structure, separated by an interrupting cell in the first system (see Musical Example 2.9a).
These two tandem cells of four pitches spanning a perfect fifth receive developmental
statements in systems 4 -5. By adjusting pitch order and rhythmic gesture while
maintaining the majority of the pitch content, Melodic B2 creates a noticeable thematic
link between the first two sentences (see Musical Example 2.9b). Additionally, the final
interrupting cell of Melodic A7 bears thematic resemblance to Melodic B through the
shared use of the [014] set derived from the germ.
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Musical Example 2.9: ‘Quintes’, Melodic B
a) m. 1 (system 1)

b) m. 2 (systems 4-5)

Melodic C functions similarly, leaving pitch content and melodic shape intact so
as to allow a direct thematic connection between sentences. First stated in system 10,
Melodic C1 is a four-note figure set apart rhythmically from the monodic regularity of
the upper voice (see Musical Example 2.10a). The arpeggiated minor thirds that make up
the diminished seventh of this figure bear thematic origins in the first two pitches of the
germ, which outline the same interval. Melodic C2 presents an inversion of the figure in
system 17, rearticulating the same pitch classes of Melodic C1 (see Musical Example
2.10b). While Ohana’s developmental style of continuous and organic change can be
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seen in both Melodic B and C, the process serves a secondary function to that of thematic
unification.
Musical Example 2.10: ‘Quintes’, Melodic C
a) m. 3 (system 10)

b) m. 18 (system 17)

A broad examination of the various statements of Melodic A, B, and C reveals a
common developmental trait. The first statement of each thematic element exhibits the
greatest similarity to the characteristics of the germ while subsequent iterations
progressively develop more unique traits. This process is the logical outcome of Ohana’s
organic developmental approach; the closer a thematic statement’s proximity is to the
germ, the greater level of influence the germ has on that statement.
The cohesion Melodic A, B, and C express on broad levels of the piece is
balanced by the harmonic continuity of local levels. Because Ohana has confined himself
to perfect fifths within each hand, only a limited number of prime form combinations are
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possible (see Musical Example 2.11). The repeated use of particular chords within
phrases and across sentences connects a great deal of material through harmonic means.
Musical Example 2.11: ‘Quintes’, Harmonic Collections

Ohana uses this technique in the first sentence of ‘Quintes.’ By closing phrases
on the same chord, Harmonic A, he creates a commonality between cadences (Musical
Example 2.12).
Musical Example 2.12: ‘Quintes’, mm. 1-2 (systems 1-4)
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Phrases 2, 3, and 5 close on Harmonic A, while phrase 4 cadences on a Harmonic A/C/D
collective. Of critical note, the primary pitches of this collective generate a [014] set,
thereby generating a direct link with the germ. The first phrase’s monophonic nature
excludes it from a harmonic cadence; however, a secondary rhythmic device connects it
with other cadences in the sentence. Triplet figuration in the penultimate notes of a
cadence is common to phrases 1, 2, 3, and 5. By unifying rhythmic and harmonic
elements of a cadence, Ohana generates a sense of aural expectation within a post-tonal
style.
The shifting emphasis of harmonic focus between sentences is the primary means
of harmonic development. The Harmonic A/C/D collection heard in isolation in the first
sentence is a harmonic center in the third (Musical Example 2.13).
Musical Example 2.13: ‘Quintes’, m. 3 (systems 7-9)
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Harmonizing Melodic A2, Harmonic A/C/D provides a strongly dissonant foundation for
the thematic material. The following phrases maintain these harmonic and textural
qualities; however, the slightly less dissonant Harmonic D is given greater harmonic
priority. Harmonic A/C/D remains present within each phrase, but evolves to a lower
priority. This process of shifting chordal hierarchy is the manifestation of Ohana’s
organic development on a harmonic level. Changes in harmonic focus contribute to the
delineation of phrases, sentences, and sections within the interval etudes.
Similar to the cadential regularity of Harmonic A within the first sentence of the
work, Ohana establishes the concluding sonority of ‘Quintes’ through a number of
preparatory statements. The particular harmonic arrangement generated by the B-flat
pitch class in conjunction with a secondary harmonic shadow an additional fifth below
the primary pitch guides the thematic material of the final passage (Musical Example
2.14).
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Musical Example 2.14: ‘Quintes’, mm. 17-18 (systems 16-18)

Identified as Harmonic F, this figure is stated four times within the final three systems:
following Melodic A5 in the penultimate sentence, twice within Melodic A6, and finally
as the concluding harmonic structure of the work. Supporting the importance of
Harmonic F, the cell separating Melodic A6 and A7 is constructed in avoidance of the
figure, employing a primarily chromatic line that skips over B-flat. The gravity given to
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Harmonic F provides the ending of ‘Quintes’ with a thematic constant that anchors the
final passage to a single sonority, slowing the forward momentum generated by
perpetually developing material.
Both the processes of harmonic and thematic development within ‘Quintes’ have
roots in the compositional style of Debussy that can be observed in the interval etude
‘Pour les quartes’. This close connection comes primarily from Ohana’s appreciation for
Debussy’s density of thought and particularly the horizontal extension of material
exhibited within ‘Pour les quartes’16. Ohana’s development of Melodic A resembles
Debussy’s primary melodic material in ‘Pour les quartes’. Additionally, the use of
Harmonic A-E to support formal divisions is stylistically similar to Debussy’s use of
planing chords within the central portion of ‘Pour les quartes’.
There are two primary motives developed throughout ‘Pour les quartes’. The
motives help define the ABA form of the work; Motive A is developed within the A
sections while Motive B is found in the central section. An examination of the
developmental process Debussy puts the two themes through shows noticeable
similarities to that of Ohana’s (see Musical Example 2.15a and Musical Example 2.15b).
Motives A and B are both continually developed through intervallic and rhythmic
expansion. Ohana’s intervallic expansion of the first cell parallels Debussy intervallic
expansion in the third, fourth, and fifth statements of Motive A. Similarly, the
fragmentation of Melodic A at the end of ‘Quintes’ resembles the fragmentation of
Motive B in the climax of ‘Pour les quartes’. Finally, the subtle connection of Debussy’s
14. Rae, The Music of Maurice Ohana, 150.
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Motive A and B is akin to the organic connection Ohana creates between the germ and
his melodic material (see Musical Example 2.15c).
Musical Example 2.15: Debussy, ‘Pour les quartes’,
a) Motive A
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Ex. 2.15: Debussy, ‘Pour les quartes’ (continued)
b) Motive B

c) Motive A and B Comparison

In regards to the harmonic connections, Debussy utilizes a collection of chords in
‘Pour les quartes’ that have a number of similarities with Ohana’s Harmonic A-E
collection. Like Ohana, Debussy crafts his chords by stacking or overlapping of the focal
interval of each etude, and uses subtle changes in arrangement to guide sectional
development (Musical Example 2.16).
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Musical Example 2.16: Debussy, ‘Pour les quartes’, Harmonic Collections

The shift in emphasis from Chords X and Y to Chord Z at the point of climax (m. 59) is
similar to Ohana’s shift in emphasis from Harmonic A/C/D to Harmonic D in the third
sentence of ‘Quintes’. Likewise, both composers use their respective harmonic structures
in the delineation of phrases. The Harmonic A cadential points in ‘Quintes’ are similar in
phrase function to the anticipatory statements of Chord X and Z prior to Debussy’s
distinctive pentatonic arpeggiations.
These similarities of thematic and harmonic processes engender the continuous
developmental style shared in ‘Quintes’ and ‘Pour les quartes’. For Debussy, continuous
development was a means of progression away from standard formal models. For Ohana,
organic development became paramount to his style. Germ-based development was his
vehicle for overcoming the inherent problem of cohesion in post-tonal music.
‘Quintes’ exhibits the tightest thematic approach to organic development within
the four interval etudes. The sharing of intervallic structures presented within the germ
and the cellular material of Melodics A, B, and C manifests a uniquely dense thematic
work. Using [014] sets and emphasizing the third, Ohana additionally generates thematic
continuity between these melodic devices. Harmonically, the repetition of particular
structures at the closing of phrases provides larger passages with a cadential unity, which
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ultimately contributes to the formal divisions. These features, while distinct to Ohana,
have clear connections with Debussy’s developmental process within ‘Pour les quartes’
and illustrate the relationship between the composers’ musical styles. Sharing a similar
musical philosophy, one grounded in the concept of sound-based composition, ‘Quintes’
and ‘Pour les quartes’ approach form uniquely, allowing the nature of the material to
guide the developmental process. In ‘Pour les quartes’, Debussy’s allusion to Eastern
cultures is manifested through the use of the pentatonic scale. Similarly, Ohana uses the
material in ‘Quintes’ to draw extra-musical connections. The conjunctive thematic
density of melodic and harmonic devises lends ‘Quintes’ an omniscient quality of
composition, one more intrinsically evocative of the numinous sketch accompanying the
composer’s manuscript.
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CHAPTER 3 - ‘SEPTIEMES’
The pentatonic mode is a critical feature to the connectivity of ‘Septiemes’.
Unlike ‘Quintes,’ which uses the pentatonic system as a harmonic coloration, ‘Septiemes’
capitalizes on the intervallic possibilities inherent in the mode to construct and integrate
the various thematic elements of the work. The germ, Melodic A, and the central set of
the work are all related to the pentatonic scale and it is through this mode that these
elements are related to each other. This is perhaps the most unique feature of
‘Septiemes’. Where other interval etudes develop from the material of the germ,
‘Septiemes’ utilizes a common mode to connect subsequent thematic elements to the
germ.
The germ of ‘Septiemes’ spans the first four measures of the work, making it the
largest germ of the interval etudes (Musical Example 3.1).
Musical Example 3.1: ‘Septiemes’, mm. 1-4

Using the indication souplement balancé, the upper voice outlines a complete pentatonic
system in these bars. The placid character blurs the distinction between the pentatonic
system and the germ, allowing the figure and the scale to share an inherent connection.
In this regard, further uses of the pentatonic system in ‘Septiemes’ can be heard as a
correlation to the germ of the work.
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By employing perfect fourths as the note-to-note melodic interval, Ohana
engenders the germ with the melodic seventh and intrinsically generates the pentatonic
mode (which can be created by a series of five perfect fourths). Additionally, the
melodic shape of the germ, with undulating perfect fourths, is structured around C5 as the
melodic pivot. The use of a pivotal melodic shape, which generates forward rhythmic
motion within a stationary space, is common throughout ‘Septiemes’ and contributes to
the melodic cohesion of the work.
A final feature exhibited within the germ is the set generated by the final three
pitches of the upper voice. The [025] collection is critical to harmonic and melodic
content throughout the work. In m. 4 the set concludes the germ by disrupting the
melodic fourths while still maintaining the pentatonic sonority. In further applications,
Ohana uses the set to melodically generate the pentatonic system and ultimately connect
the primary melodic content of the work (Melodic A) with the pentatonic nature of the
germ.
The use of melodic fourths, similar to those in the germ, can be seen throughout
‘Septiemes’. Measure 16 is a lengthy, unmeasured passage that contains a number of
pitch collections that develop from the germ. Musical Example 3.2 illustrates these
developments. In Musical Example 3.2a, the melodic shape is closely connected to the
germ, using perfect fourths to outline minor sevenths. The juxtaposition of two different
pentatonic systems generates a forward motion that is absent within the germ. Imitating
the second cell of M. 16, Ohana transposes the second pentatonic figure to close the
phrase (see Musical Example 3.2b). The material of Musical Example 3.2c is connected
with the germ more directly through pitch content. Using the same C/F/G pitches, Ohana
develops the material through the addition of an inner note and parallel motion in the left
hand. Musical Example 3.2d illustrates the most prominently developed material from
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the germ within m. 16. Rather than utilize the melodic fourths to outline a pentatonic
collection, Ohana freely employs the perfect fourth in staggered repetition. Critical to
Ohana’s concept of organic development, this melodic alteration to the germ’s material
occurs along the overlapping structures of the [025] set, thereby developing the germ’s
melodic content through a device originally presented within the germ itself.
Musical Example 3.2: ‘Septiemes’, germ development
a) m. 16 (system 4)

b) m. 16 (system 5)

c) m. 16 (system 6)
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Musical Example 3.2: ‘Septiemes’, germ development (continued)
d) m. 16 (system 7)

Like Ohana’s other interval etudes, the freely composed material that departs
from the thematic origins of the work is balanced by stronger connectivity within the
critical formal points of the work, such as the climaxes and the codas. The climax of
‘Septiemes’ is achieved through register and dynamic emphasis in m. 51 and is closely
connected to the germ. Using melodic fourths, the first three pitches outline a minor
seventh, imitating the structure of the germ (Musical Example 3.3).
Musical Example 3.3: ‘Septiemes’, m. 51

In addition, the added inner notes within the harmonic shadows are generated from the
[025] set. By combining melodic and harmonic content derived from the germ, the
climax of the work possesses a highly thematic identity.
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The heightened energy of the climactic passages of ‘Septiemes’ is diffused in m.
59. Marked Deep night, Ohana recaptures the subdued energy presented in the beginning
of the work. In conjunction with simplified harmonic and rhythmic structures, the
melodic content of m. 59 is built around a pentatonic scale and melodically similar to the
germ (Musical Example 3.4).
Musical Example 3.4: ‘Septiemes’, m. 59

The second cell of this measure in particular bears a close resemblance to the first cell of
the germ. Following m. 59, Ohana indicates the tempo as Mouvement du début and with
consistent use of melodic fourths and [025] sets, the rounding of the musical form is
clearly identifiable to the listener.
While the germ possesses a number of important melodic features that Ohana uses
for developmental means across the work, the primary melodic content of the work is
heard after the completion of the germ. Typical of his style, Ohana marks Melodic A
within ‘Septiemes’ with tenutos in mm. 7-8 (Musical Example 3.5).
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Musical Example 3.5: ‘Septiemes’, m. 5-9

Unlike his other interval etudes however, Ohana sets the four-note melodic centerpiece in
the left hand, covering its developmental significance underneath the right hand’s
melodic continuation from the germ.
Structurally, Melodic A contains two primary features: the neighbor motion of the
first three pitches and the final, lower pitch. In Melodic A1 (mm. 7-9), the neighbor
motion occurs between E and D with harmonic shadows at the distance of a major
seventh while the lowered final pitch of the figure drops a fifth to A. While Melodic A1
does not overtly express the pentatonic mode, the figure’s pitches do fit within the
pentatonic scale, a feature which inherently ties it to the germ.
Subsequent developmental statements of Melodic A capitalize on rhythmic
reinterpretation and fragmentation as opposed to intervallic adjustment. Melodic A2
serves as the closing figure of the elongated, unmetered m. 16 (Musical Example 3.6).
Musical Example 3.6: ‘Septiemes’, m. 16 (system 9)
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By compressing the duration of the first two pitches of Melodic A, the neighbor-note
motion of the figure receives greater emphasis than that of Melodic A1. This rhythmic
development also facilitates a coinciding statement of the germ. The B pitch acts as the
central point of a three-note germ statement beginning on E and ending on F-sharp. By
shortening the rhythmic duration of the neighbor motion, Ohana allows the notes to be
heard as a single embellishment on B rather than the three distinct pitches heard in
Melodic A1. Together with the diminution of the final interval to a fourth, the
development expressed in Melodic A2 gives the figure a greater correlation with the
germ.
Accompanying the upper voice’s coinciding thematic material of the germ and
Melodic A2 is a monophonic lower voice. By means of tenuto placement, Ohana
outlines the same pentatonic collection presented in the upper voice (pitches: E, F-sharp,
A, and B). By placing the tenuto mark on the lower pitch of the first seventh of the left
hand’s figure he avoids the G-sharp upper note which would disrupt the pentatonic
quality. Following the pentatonic collection the next four tenutos outline a [025] set.
Because of the confluence of the germ, Melodic A, and the [025] set, the conclusion of
m. 16 is exceptionally important to the work, as it is the only location in which the three
thematically critical figures of the work overlap, doing so within a pentatonic framework.
Melodic A3 in m. 34, is the first of several statements that shorten the figure by
removing the final pitch. Reducing the figure to the three pitches encompassing the
neighbor motion, Ohana establishes a rhythmic gesture that serves as a model for
subsequent statements. The figure is itself a development from an earlier passage.
Measure 10, echoing Melodic A1, establishes the texture, voicing, and pitch durations
used in Melodic A3 (see Musical Example 3.7). Through the process of organic
development, Ohana connects the material of Melodic A3 to that of Melodic A1 using m.
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10 as an intermediary. By subdividing the pitch durations of Melodic A3 into repeated
eighth and sixteenth notes, Ohana generates a rhythmically distinct statement that
influences subsequent thematic iterations.
Musical Example 3.7: ‘Septiemes’, m. 10 compared to m. 3

Foreshadowing the rhythmic activity of Melodic A3 is the material heard just
prior to the sectional divide in mm. 19-21 (Musical Example 3.8).
Musical Example 3.8: ‘Septiemes’, mm. 19-21

Measure 20 serves as a rhythmic model for Melodic A3, and while the critical neighbor
motion of Melodic A is not present in these measures, Ohana’s emphasis of the [025] set
provides the passage with a melodic significance. This is the only passage in the work in
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which the [025] set is articulated melodically and emphasized with accents and tenutos
without a coinciding statement of the germ or Melodic A.
Developing from the rhythmic durations of m. 10 and the rhythmic activity of m.
20, the distinctive eighth-sixteenth-quarter note rhythmic figuration of Melodic A3 is
imitated in subsequent statements across the central portion of the work. In mm. 40-41,
Melodic A4 restates the same pitch material of Melodic A3 within a 9/16 time signature
(see Musical Example 3.9a). This gives the figure a syncopated rhythmic emphasis
against the left hand, paralleling the shifting meters of the surrounding sentence. Melodic
A5 transposes the neighbor figure and extends the statement through subsequent
fragments (see Musical Example 3.9b). The fragments in m. 46 follow the rhythmic
model of the second beat of m. 45 while reversing the pitch order in both hands. The
concept of fragmentary expansion is repeated in Melodic A6 (see Musical Example 3.9c).
Expanded by only a single fragment in m. 50, the primary material of m. 49 also receives
developmental attention. In this measure, Ohana maintains a relatively similar rhythmic
structure with accelerated notes on the neighboring pitch; however, the sixteenth notes of
the previous three statements are elongated to triplet eighth notes. This rhythmic
development is presumably a result of the marking nerveux; by juxtaposing duple and
triple subdivisions, Ohana generates a less stable rhythmic foundation. Passing over
Melodic A7 for later discussion, Melodic A8 is the final statement that employs a
fragmentary approach with a rhythmic emphasis (see Musical Example 3.9d). This
statement is nearly identical to Melodic A5; the pitch content is shared between the two
statements and the only rhythmic difference is a subtle adjustment to Melodic A8’s
fragmentary extensions into triplets.
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Musical Example 3.9: ‘Septiemes’, Melodic A fragmentation
a) mm. 40-41

b) mm. 45-46

c) mm. 49-50

d) mm. 56-57
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Melodic A7, heard in m. 52 (see Musical Example 3.10), serves to bridge the
divide between the fragmented statements of Melodic A3 - A8 and the original four-note
figures of Melodic A1 and A2. In m. 52, the fourth pitch is returned to the figure. By
reducing the final melodic interval to a minor third, Ohana continues the intervallic
diminution from the fifth to the fourth heard in Melodic A1 and A2 respectively.
Connecting Melodic A7 to the fragmentary statements of Melodic A3 - A8 is the repeated
note within the neighbor figure. Ohana’s tenuto emphasis of the single repetition hints at
the surrounding statements while maintaining a melodic shape more akin to the original
statements.
Musical Example 3.10: ‘Septiemes’, m. 52

Similar to the highly thematic nature of the climax, the conclusion of ‘Septiemes’
is marked by numerous statements of melodic A. Ohana composes four overlapping
statements in the final passage, combining the figures with the [025] set (Musical
Example 3.11).
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Musical Example 3.11: ‘Septiemes’, m. 67

The upper voice’s primary statement spans from F-sharp to C-sharp. The addition of the
preceding A to the figure present the possibility of an inverted interpretation, one in
which the fourth lowered pitch precedes the neighbor figure. Viewing the upper voice as
a whole draws a close parallel with the figuration of Melodic A2. Sharing a very similar
contour, Melodic A2 and A9 both expand the figure to a five-note structure, and where
development served to connect Melodic A2 with the germ, Melodic A9’s development
incorporates [025] into the figure.
Supporting the upper voice in m. 67 are similarly overlapping statements of
Melodic A in the left hand. Also constructed from the [025] set, the primary statement is
heard parallel that of the upper voice, with the concluding neighbor figure acting as a
thematic echo.
The thematic density within this final passage displays Ohana’s style of organic
developmental combination. These final statements of Melodic A combine the full
melodic shape of the original material with the [025] set, and by manipulating the
material in overlapping statements, Ohana alludes at the fragmentary nature of the central
thematic statements in the work. In conjunction with the Deep night passage of m. 59,
which clearly rearticulates the germ, the final page of ‘Septiemes’ recapitulates the
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primary thematic statements of the work within a similar souplement balancé to the
opening.
While the germ, Melodic A, [025] collection, and broad use of the pentatonic
system are Ohana’s primary means of creating cohesion within ‘Septiemes’, the repeated
use of a pivotal melodic shape generates a common musical contour. This trait arises
from the germ, which melodically pivots around C using the melodic fourth. Subsequent
pivotal passages typically use stepwise motion and such is the case in mm. 10-15. Both
mm. 17 and 18 express unmetered, rhythmically complex material that pivot on a
neighbor note center. The upper voice of mm. 23-41 illustrates the process of pivotal
expansion particularly clearly. In these measures, B-flat is established as the melodic
center. Proceeding from m. 23, the pitches G, A-flat, B, and F-sharp embellish the
central pitch in mm. 24, 26, 31, and 37 respectively. While B-flat is not the literal center
of the pivoting notes, which are stated below B-flat, it may be considered the melodic
center by means of rearticulation and rhythmic emphasis. Through the use of these
pivotal melodies, Ohana creates a paradoxical style that generates forward rhythmic
motion while maintaining a stationary pitch group.
The vast majority of ‘Septiemes’ is composed within a monophonic texture,
characteristic of Ohana’s vocally inspired style. The melodic contours of the right hand
are typically shadowed by the left hand creating a harmonically rich and dissonant
sonority from the conjunctive sevenths. Notable contrasts to the monophony occur in
mm. 5-9 where the melodic independence of the left hand introduces Melodic A, and
mm. 23-41 where the lower voice acts as a rhythmic counterpoint to the pivotal upper
voice. Because of the dissonance inherent in sevenths, the pentatonic systems employed
throughout the work are often discolored by the harmonic shadows. This requires an
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interpretive decision on the part of the pianist to properly balance the immediate
harmonic dissonance with the broad pentatonic sonority.
The organic developmental process can be seen in each passage of the
‘Septiemes’. Beginning with the pivot-based germ, the pentatonic system is used to
connect the three thematic elements of the piece and facilitates their developmental
combination. To this capacity, Melodic A’s intervallic diminution is used to incorporate
the germ’s melodic fourths and the [025] set. Additionally, by employing pivot-based
melodic contours, Ohana imbues non-thematic passages with an inherent relationship to
the originating cell, creating a through-composed, stylized improvisational work.
Balancing the fluid nature of Ohana’s form, the composer increases the thematic density
at the conclusion. The clear restatement of the germ, stretto presentation of Melodic A,
and inclusion of the [025] set within broad passages in the final systems provide the work
with a formal rounding, one that emphasizes the highly organic developmental process in
conjunction with the pentatonic mode.
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CHAPTER 4 - ‘NEUVIÈMES’
The connective tissue of ‘Neuvièmes’ is unique within the interval etudes. Rather
than guide musical development through a primary melodic device, Ohana employs
recurring sets to unify the work. In addition, the use of whole-tone and pentatonic
systems contribute to the formal structure of the piece. Ohana’s developmental process
within this work can be seen in the manipulation of particular interval sets to align,
contrast, and occasionally combine the whole-tone and pentatonic systems. By focusing
on intervallic sets rather than development of melodic figures, Ohana sets ‘Neuvièmes’
apart from other interval etudes.
The germ of the work is stated in the first two measures, as a three-note motive,
marked with accents and built on a [024] set (Musical Example 4.1).
Musical Example 4.1: ‘Neuvièmes’, mm. 1-2

The germ’s inclusion of a secondary harmonic shadow at the octave, in addition to the
ninth, is evidence of a distinctly pianistic approach to the work, one which recognizes the
relative ease of attacking two notes with the thumb while the hand is spread.
The simplicity of the germ offers a number of developmental implications. Its
whole-step nature allows for subsequent expansion to both the pentatonic and whole-tone
systems. Consequently, and in line with Ohana’s concept of ‘coral reef’ development
from a single origin, subsequent developmental sets possess intervallic origins in the
germ.
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The five thematically important sets of ‘Neuvièmes’ are listed in Musical
Example 4.2. [0246] is achieved through the addition of a whole step to the germ and
aligns the figure with the whole-tone scale. [0257] relates to the pentatonic scale, and is
reach by means of intervallic expansion of the [0246] set. [027] is a thematic reduction
of [0257] while [0146] blurs the distinction of the pentatonic and whole-tone systems
which the other sets are related to. These sets manifest within the work as both thematic
figures, stated directly, and melodic frameworks which guide larger passages. Through
juxtaposition and combination, Ohana defines the material of ‘Neuvièmes’ through these
sets and uses their attributes to develop the larger structures of the whole-tone and
pentatonic systems.
Musical Example 4.2: ‘Neuvièmes’, set relationships

Aside from sets and scales, Ohana makes use of two other motivic devices
throughout ‘Neuvièmes’. Complete, whole-step lower neighbors (labeled Motive A) and
melodic tritones (Motive B) are employed across the work, often as cadential figures.
Developmentally, the melodic figuration of Motive A resembles the thematic shape of the
germ while Motive B stands apart and may be more generally related to the whole-tone
system. Both these motives serve to add thematic cohesion to the work, one that is often
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more aurally apparent than the primary sets which may be functioning within larger
formal levels.
[024], presented in the germ, serves as both a developmental beginning for other
sets as well as a thematic device in its own right. The thematic use of the set is often
manipulated, disguising the restatement of the germ’s material. At the conclusion of the
first sentence in m. 13, the final four pitches of the upper voice outline a retrograde
statement of the germ (Musical Example 4.3).
Musical Example 4.3: ‘Neuvièmes’, m. 13

The use of the tritone defined Motive B in the lower voice emphasizes the cadential
motion while fleshing out the whole-tone scale which concludes the passage. The
juxtaposition of the pentatonic and whole-tone scales is clearly evident in this measure as
the hands work in parallel organum.
As with other interval etudes, Ohana uses tenutos to highlight thematic material
within larger passages of ‘Neuvièmes’. [024] appears twice in conspicuous statements
towards the end of the second sentence (see Musical Example 4.4a). The first is
identifiable through the tenutos in mm. 33-35. Although the aural perception of the germ
here is relatively weak, an awareness of Ohana’s developmental style provides clarity to
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the intent of the tenutos. A second statement is subtly presented in m. 37 (see Musical
Example 4.4b). Again marked in tenutos, the melodic setting allows this statement to be
more perceivable. The understanding of the importance of the [024] set also helps to
explain the broader material of m. 37. Made up of two [027] sets, the second being a
transposed imitation of the first, m. 37 is characterized by a [0257] set with the exception
of the penultimate chord. By having this chord be an outlier of the harmonic system of
the measure, Ohana highlights the conclusion of the conspicuous [024] statement, which
began as anticipatory grace-notes. This melodic inlay connects the pentatonic systems of
the second sentence with the originating material of the germ.
Musical Example 4.4: ‘Neuvièmes’, germ set quotations and primary sets
a) mm. 33-35

b) mm. 36-37
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Measures 38-40 see a similar use of thematic overlapping. The tenutos of the
lower voice emphasize a shifting of the harmonic shadow. Mm. 38 and 40 place tenutos
on the upper notes of the lower voice while m. 39 highlights the lower pitch, implying a
harmonic shadow above rather than below. The collective pitch group of these tenutos
can be organized into two [024] sets (Musical Example 4.5).
Musical Example 4.5: ‘Neuvièmes’, mm. 38-40

Again, the aural perception of this feature may be faint; however, the surrounding
thematic density supports this analytical conclusion; the preceding measures are built
around the [024], [027], and [0257] statements while the proceeding measures (mm. 4143) are centered on Motive B in the upper voice.
Development of the whole-tone scale from [024] occurs organically in mm. 9-12.
The collective pitches of both voices and their harmonic shadows all reside within a
whole-tone system in these measures (see Musical Example 4.6). Providing an extra
level of thematic cohesion, the inclusion of a [024] figure in its original contour connects
the whole-tone scale in these measures with the germ. Although not as abundant as
pentatonic systems, a number of subsequent passages are constructed from the wholetone scale. Measure 13, as demonstrated in figure 3, juxtaposes the pentatonic and
whole-tone scales. Measure 46 uses the whole-tone scale as means of melodic expansion
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and m. 65’s melodic material is largely governed by a whole-tone approach (see Musical
Example 4.7). Aside development from the [024] set of the germ, the whole-tone scale is
inherently connected to the material of ‘Neuvièmes’. Because Ohana focuses on the
major ninth as the harmonic shadow, extrapolating the interval into a consecutive series
naturally generates the whole-tone scale.
Musical Example 4.6: ‘Neuvièmes’, mm. 9-12

Musical Example 4.7: ‘Neuvièmes’, m. 65

The pentatonic scale also has developmental origins in the germ and is slightly
more abundant in ‘Neuvièmes’. First heard in m. 13, the pentatonic system becomes
thematically relevant in mm. 14-37. These measure encompass the second sentence of
the work and are divided into three phrases: mm. 14-21, mm. 22-29, and mm. 29-37. The
first phrase is generated with [0257] as its intervallic framework. This set, first
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introduced here, is a developmental expansion of the whole-tone’s [0246] set heard in
mm. 9-10 and embodies four of the five pitches within a pentatonic system. Heard in
both the upper and lower voices, the pitch collections in each hand are separated by a
tritone, a feature that incorporates a broad application of Motive B (see Musical Example
4.8). By overlapping these two dissimilar pentatonic systems, Ohana convolutes their
independent sonorities, adding harmonic depth to the work as a whole.
Musical Example 4.8: ‘Neuvièmes’, pitch sets from mm. 14-21

The second phrase of the sentence (mm. 22-29) articulates on [0146], a set closely
related to [0257] by reducing a single whole step to a half step. In addition to the close
relationship of their intervallic framework, the first and second phrases share similar
rhythmic and melodic structures. Moving into the third phrase, the thematic primacy of
the pentatonic system is returned in m. 28 and the scale governs the following measures
across the sentence.
Thematic reduction from the pentatonic scale produces a secondary motivic set.
The importance of [0257] within the second sentence of the work is shortened to [027] at
the closing of the passage (cf. Musical Example 4.4b). First heard in m. 36, the
overlapping [0257] sets of the upper voice that combine to form a complete pentatonic
collection, are accompanied by a simplified lower voice stated on a [027] collection.
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Similar to the overlapping quality of m. 36, m. 37 in turn uses [027] is succession to
outline a [0257] collection. Continuing from the closure of the second sentence, the third
also begins on [027] in mm. 38-39.
Broad use of the pentatonic scale characterizes the second half of ‘Neuvièmes’.
M. 58 is a monodic, unmetered passage built nearly entirely from the pentatonic system
(see Musical Example 4.9a). Similarly, m. 64 uses successive pentatonic systems to
guide the material. Established by the upper pitch of the eighth-note groups, m. 64
presents three distinct pentatonic collections (see Musical Example 4.9b). The evolution
of these collections illustrates an even higher level of compositional awareness on
Ohana’s part, one that clearly acknowledges the topography of the keyboard by shifting
from black to black/white to white key pentatonic scales. Although not directly
pentatonic, mm. 67-83 are structured around the same [0146] heard in mm. 22-29. By
setting the material in the same melodic and rhythmic character of its initial statement,
the pentatonic implications of the set are echoed in the later passage.
Musical Example 4.9: ‘Neuvièmes’, pentatonic modes
a) m. 58
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Musical Example 4.9: ‘Neuvièmes’, pentatonic modes (continued)
b) m. 64

While numerous passages from ‘Neuvièmes’ are constructed upon whole-tone
and pentatonic scales, there are several phrases that lie outside these systems. Many of
these phrases use melodic expansion as a means of cohesion. Measures 3-8 are a prime
example of this process within ‘Neuvièmes’. Taking the structure of the mm. 1-2, mm.
3-8 expand the thematic framework by elongating the first pitches of the germ (see
Musical Example 4.10). In addition to the tenuto emphasis in mm. 5 and 6, placing the
primary pitches on downbeats further highlights the structure of the germ. While the
voices move in tandem through the expansion, a critical deviation occurs in m. 7. The
third and final pitch of the upper-voice’s figure is lowered a half step, leaving the
thematic quotation incomplete but serves to introduce the neighbor figuration of Motive
A. By using thematic expansion, Ohana organically connects mm. 3-8 with the germ and
through avoidance of the final pitch accents the introduction of Motive A.
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Musical Example 4.10: ‘Neuvièmes’, mm. 1-2 and mm. 3-8

Measures 45-55 and 89-99 center melodic expansion on a single interval.
Measures 45-55 are composed around the melodic progression from D-sharp to B-flat,
outlining the interval twice within the passage (see Musical Example 4.11). Structured
on the downbeats of each measure, similar to mm. 3-8, the repetition of each pitch is
highlighted through metric emphasis. Additionally, the placement of Motive A at
structurally critical points provides the passage with a greater level of cohesion. Motive
A’s statement in m. 45 is closely related to the original iteration in m. 7 in terms of pitch
content and is notable here as the first expansion of the D-sharp pitch. In m. 50, Motive
A is used as a cadential figure before the rearticulation of the D-sharp (in this case E-flat)
pitch. Finally, Motive A is used in succession to outline the concluding melodic fourth
from D-sharp (E-flat) to B-flat. Together, Motive A and the expansion of the fourth
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between D-sharp and B-flat provide a cohesive framework to the dynamic and rhythmic
force of the work’s climax.
Musical Example 4.11: ‘Neuvièmes’, mm. 88-99

Measures 89-99, follows a very similar framework as the climatic middle passage.
Where mm. 45-55 were structured around the two successive intervallic descents from Dsharp to B-flat, the final ten measures of the work are constructed around the melodic
tritone from B to F. Stated twice, the use of an expanded tritone aligns the passage with
Motive B and its use is in proportion to its function. The cadential function of Motive B
is seen throughout work, closing phrases and sentences, and is typically articulated within
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a single measure. By expanding the intervallic duration and using two successive
statements, Motive B functions within mm. 89-99 to close not only the local sentence but
the work as a whole.
Numerous thematic statements support the conclusion of ‘Neuvièmes’. In
addition to Motive B, Motive A and the [024] set of the germ guide the final notes in the
upper and lower voices respectively in mm. 97-98. Holding to the concept of organic
development, these final thematic figures are uniquely stated through an octave
displacement of their final notes. Concluding thematic stratification such as this is a
common trait of Ohana’s interval etudes. The formal freedom of germ-based
composition is driven by continuously developing material and is inherently antirecapitulatory. By increasing the density of multiple thematic statements, Ohana
generates a satisfying point of closure, signaling the work’s conclusion by recalling its
genetic material.
Organic development within ‘Neuvièmes’ can be observed in the progression of
sets toward larger formal structures. Opening with [024], Ohana seizes on the germ’s
potential for growth. Through extension, the whole-tone scale is generated from the
[0246] set within the first sentence of the work, and the intervallic expansion to [0257] in
m. 14 yields the pentatonic scale. It is too simplistic to say that these two systems guide
the construction of the work, however, their abundance is evidence that juxtaposition of
whole-tone and pentatonic sonorities was a conscious concern for Ohana. Development
through the intervallic manipulation that typifies works such as ‘Quintes’ is minimized
within ‘Neuvièmes’. Instead, the sets and scales are established as a framework, allowing
melodic freedom within a variety of structures, all deriving from the germ.
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CONCLUSION
The organic developmental processes exhibited in Ohana’s interval etudes are as
diverse as the pieces themselves are. Because his concept of germ-based composition
centers the creative process on the growth of an entire work from the traits latent within a
small musical idea, the formal design, sound, and even musical intention can vary widely
from one work to the next. This is perhaps the most significant component that
distinguishes Ohana’s style from other composers and contributes to the idiosyncratic
works within the Études d’interprétation. Comparing Ohana’s developmental process to
other composers such as Beethoven or Brahms, a number of broad similarities may be
seen: emphasis of motivic units, continuous development that lends itself to linear forms,
and developmental cohesion of multiple thematic ideas. What sets Ohana apart though,
is his manner of development. Emulating organic growth is a new paradigm and it
enables Ohana to create a much denser network of thematic connections within his
works. Generating material from a germ means that motives, melodies, chords, pitch
sets, and virtually any other musical unit can possess a thematic element, as was seen in
the concluding passage of ‘Quintes.’ And while there may exist an abundance of
developmental connections within a work, it is important to distinguish the process as
separate from the concurrent compositional process of Serialism. Where Serialists sought
to use a system to generate musical structures, Ohana let the music itself generate the
structure, producing a system of connectivity in the process.
This process of connectivity manifested itself uniquely within each of the interval
etudes. And while each interval etude progresses along a distinctly individual tract,
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certain developmental traits are shared among them. When looking at the broad ideas of
development, four categories encompass the traits exhibited within each work: intervallic
manipulation, fragmentation, expansion, and holistic development.
Intervallic manipulation is a central feature in Ohana’s compositional process.
Seen particularly well within the development of Melodic A in ‘Quintes,’ Ohana unfolds
numerous statements from the augmentation and diminution of certain intervallic
features. The progression of seven statements augments and diminishes the two cells of
the figure respectively. Adding a level of subtle complexity to the process, the intervallic
goals of each cell’s development reflect central traits of the work. The first cell is
intervalically expanded from a minor second to a perfect fifth, connecting to the titled
interval; the second cell is intervalically compressed to a three-note chromatic line,
imitating the germ. By maintaining a figure’s general features, such as rhythmic
relationships and contour, Ohana presents seven unique statements of Melodic A across
the work through intervallic manipulation.
A similar process is applied within ‘Neuvièmes’. Developmentally centered on
the germ set, Ohana introduces new structures to the work by subtly adjusting the
intervallic properties of each set. [0246] is expanded by a single interval, increasing the
central major second to a minor third, thereby generating [0257]. Subsequently, [0146] is
created by diminishing the upper-most major second to a minor second. While this work
does not feature the melodic-driven material of ‘Quintes,’ the similar developmental
process of intervallic manipulation is applied to the central sets of the work.
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Fragmentation is also critical to organic development within the etudes.
Demonstrated within ‘Secondes’, the three full statements of Melodic A are separated by
numerous motivic iterations of the figure. These fragments facilitate the growth of new
material while connecting directly with the primary figure through pitch and intervallic
quality. Formally resulting in a unique ABA structure that uses Melodic A as a sectional
determinate, the progression toward the independence of the B section is achieved
through increasing melodic fragmentation. ‘Septiemes’ also uses the fragmentary
developmental process. The breadth of Melodic A is increasingly compressed across the
work, transforming its lyrical introduction into a figure that functions as a rhythmic hook
within the second half of the work.
Expansion is the counterpoint to developmental fragmentation. Using a melodic
structure such as the germ, Ohana introduces new material on the framework of the
original statement. ‘Secondes’ and ‘Neuvièmes’ utilize expansion as a developmental
tool immediately following their respective germs. In ‘Neuvièmes’, the collective seven
chord structure of the germ is expanded in the measures following the figure. In these
measures, melodically independent material intercedes the pitches of the germ, creating a
unique musical phrase and introducing new thematic elements within the germ’s framing.
In ‘Secondes’, the melodic intervals of the germ are taken as the imitative model. The
subsequent material is then adapted, developing the melodic intervallic progression of the
germ to the harmonic intervallic progression in the organum-like texture between the
hands. In each case, the creation of new material is guided by the relatively short model
of the germ through developmental framework expansion.
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Perhaps the most critical feature of Ohana’s organic process is the idea of holistic
development. Similar to the development of a coral reef, Ohana allows growth of
material to follow a non-linear progression, freely mixing traits between statements of
figures. In ‘Secondes’ we see this occurring in the blending of quintuplet and sextuplet
groupings around Melodic B in the ostinato. Highlighting the return of the A section, the
quintuplets and sextuplets that had previously been generally exclusive are brought to
common ground through the application of Melodic B. In ‘Quintes’ the holistic process
can be observed distinctly in the development of Melodic A. As each statement presents
unique traits, the final statements recycle specific features that go against the progressive
intervallic augmenting/diminishing of the cells. The resulting effect is one of
recapitulation, imbuing the most recent statement with features exhibited across its
developmental past. ‘Septiemes’ similarly drives Melodic A with a holistic approach.
Beginning at the range of a fifth, the progressive intervallic diminishing of Melodic A
through the work incorporates statements of both the germ the [025] set. Additionally,
the inclusion of all these figures within a pentatonic system gives the work a distinctly
holistic character. The highly thematic conclusion of ‘Neuvièmes’ is a final example of
this process. The octave displacement of Motive A’s final pitch draws an analogue with
the contour of the germ, while expansional development, first introduced with the germ,
is applied to the cadential tritone of Motive B. In each of these cases, Ohana blends the
various figures that make up each work in a manner that creates a unique statement.
More than just superimposition, which is a technique also used within the works, this
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holistic developmental process integrates the figures, blending their particular traits to
produce a highly cohesive musical form.
Taken in extraction, many of Ohana’s compositional concepts exhibited within
the interval etudes have precedents in the works of Debussy. Particularly in the Études,
Debussy sought a unique, sound-driven approach to form. The sectionalized events that
make up ‘Pour les quartes’ clearly has analogues in the interval etudes of Ohana.
Similarly, Debussy’s distinctive use of parallelism is imitated in the denser portions of
Ohana’s ‘Septiemes’ and ‘Neuvièmes’, as well as the cadential material of ‘Quintes.’
While both composers sought a unique musical concept from the origins of sound, they
also approached the problem of cohesion in a similar manner. Debussy’s interval etudes
generally follow an ABA structure; however, the recapitulatory A section is usually
marked by fragmentation and continuously developing themes. For Ohana, conclusions
are signaled by the increased use of thematic material, often superimposing the figure
atop one another, such as the stretto statements of Melodic A in ‘Septiemes’ and the
overlapping of Motive A, Motive, B, and [024] in the conclusion of ‘Neuvièmes’.
Although they use recapitulation to differing degrees, the conceptual approach to form
for both Debussy and Ohana is similar.
The application of analytical traits exhibited within the interval etudes may be
applied to other works by Ohana. Germ-based composition was central to Ohana’s
musical concept and the interval etudes illustrate the variety within the system, from the
four-note germ of ‘Quintes,’ to the four-measure germ of ‘Septiemes’. Additionally, the
interval etudes demonstrate the primarily monodic approach to music Ohana employed.
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Passages are often guided more by the fluidity of the breath than the structure of rhythm,
as demonstrated by the elongating of m. 21 in ‘Secondes’ across nine systems and the
nearly bar-less construction of ‘Quintes.’ Perhaps most practical to subsequent analysis
is the awareness of Ohana’s thematic designation through tenuto placement. As in
‘Neuvièmes’, the tenutos of m. 37 serve a greater thematic function, identifying the [024]
set of the germ within the larger structure of the passage. Ohana’s compositional
language is often subtle and his particular use of accents and tenutos offers insight into
the technical components of a work.
Ultimately, analytical understanding must influence the domain of performance.
The concept of organic development will inherently come through in the performance of
the interval etudes as it is central to the formal construction of the works; however, the
pianist is presented with the interpretive power to maximize the perception of this feature
for the listener. Realizing the thematic importance of accents and tenutos is critical to an
interpretively accurate performance. By bringing thematic notes forward in aural
perception, particularly in works like ‘Neuvièmes’ where tenutos mark thematic notes
within broader sonorities, the performer can convey Ohana’s compositional ideas to the
listener more distinctly. Additionally, the conceptual understanding of Ohana’s monodic
concept of music is important for an authentic performance. Unlike many of his
contemporaries who treated the piano more as a member of the percussion family, Ohana
saw the piano as an instrument capable of emulating the human voice, much like the
piano of Chopin. As a performer and pianist-composer, Ohana recognized the piano’s
unique ability to capture orchestral polyphony along with a vocally inspired dolce tone.
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The interval etudes reflect this approach, juxtaposing lengthy monodic passages with
sections of dense harmonic coloration, demanding the pianistic sensitivity to adjust tone
and technique to fit the compositional intention.
Aspects of Ohana’s compositional intent can be further appreciated when viewing
his works through the perspective of organic development. Although he never disclosed
the details of his compositional process, the expression of a germ-based musical concept
offers an analytical avenue into his works. The analysis in this document is focused
intensely on thematic material because in the interval etudes, it is the progressive
developmental process that makes the works so intriguing. In abstraction, the importance
of the germ is not derived from its musical quality, which is often unremarkable, but
rather from its potential for growth. Within the interval etudes of Études d’interprétation
Ohana’s flexible developmental process produces four intrinsically unique pieces through
the organic growth of ideas spawned from their individual germs. This process is at the
core of Ohana’s style. By examining the conscious compositional decisions made in his
developmental process, a greater understanding of Ohana’s musical intentions and
artistry can be achieved, enriching the appreciation of his many works.
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